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Abstract: Structural Health Monitoring (SHM) is a process where, through sensors-based electronic
systems and output data analysis, the structural integrity of a building or an infrastructure is observed
and determined through periodically sampled measurements for material and geometric variations,
ensuring safety and minimizing risk factors. Over the years, the approach to this problem evolved
both in terms of system technology, with the use of more accurate sensors, and the parameters
used to determine the building status, i.e., the extraction of the damage index. In these terms,
structural modal harmonics-based analysis is acquiring more and more relevance. In this paper, we
propose a fully custom master multi-slave system used for SHM purposes, capable of acquiring data
from six different channels coming from two independent accelerometers suitably configured as to
synchronously produce spectrograms and static trim of the monitored structure. A test of the system
has been performed on a modular structure subject to random perturbation. Time and frequency
domain results were analyzed before and after structural alterations. Their effects were studied in a
500 Hz bandwidth, showing a drift in the resonant frequency of the structure from 145 Hz to 152 Hz,
and, additionally, a harmonic displacement: medium-frequency components experienced a 50 Hz
drift, while low-frequency components collapsed into two harmonics at 60 Hz and 90 Hz. These tests
proved the system’s functionality and the feasibility of this method for structural integrity analysis
and, eventually, damage evaluation.

Keywords: SHM; sensor system; accelerometer; LoRa; LoRaWAN; RS485; structural integrity

1. Introduction

In this historical period, the theme of “monitoring” is increasingly central. This term
refers to the activity of detection, and possible control, of some defined parameters, with
the aim of saving lives and people’s well-being.

In this sense, in the scientific literature, there are contributions relating, for example,
to environmental monitoring, such as [1], where a monitoring system which provides
information on environmental conditions at a more local level (industrial, domestic and
office areas) is discussed; this system uses wireless sensor technology including raspberry
pi, Arduino Nano, Zigbee, wireless sensor network (WSN) and sensors. Still on the subject
of environmental monitoring, a workplace monitoring system is presented in [2]. In
particular, the level of fine particles was detected on site during a building demolition
activity. The goal is to understand if and how much workers are exposed.

There are also contributions related to energy monitoring, such as in [3], where an IoT
energy monitoring system is introduced; the system improves the energy management
level of companies, while also playing an important role in energy saving and energy
reduction, as well as emissions. Or again, in [4] a system is presented using a modular
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multifunctional hardware-software complex that includes open interfaces, the original
source code and licenses for the free diffusion of the software. The goal is to carry out a
long-term observation of the energy parameters together with the production data, in order
to arrive at an evaluation of the energy consumption as well.

In addition to the monitoring types just described, there is structural monitoring
which, in particular, is the one that has the most significant impact on the protection of
human life. It is known in scientific literature by the acronym SHM, which stands for
Structural Health Monitoring. It is a central theme because, with a well performed SHM, it
is possible not only to monitor, but even “take care” of any structure or infrastructure and,
indirectly, of those who use it.

In general, SHM is implemented through a system composed of a series of nodes
containing one or more sensors, a data processing system and a health evaluation system [5].
Ideally, this system should be versatile, timely in information transfer, reliable, capable of
extremely accurate readings, easy to manage, capable of easily archiving large amounts of
data, very cheap and characterized by a non-destructive approach [6–9].

However, there is an objective difficulty in developing a system that has all these char-
acteristics. The difficulty lies in the fact that the structures and infrastructures that surround
us are extremely heterogeneous both from the point of view of the construction period
(dating back to the past centuries or brand new and futuristic) and from the point of view
of construction technology (stone walls, masonry in concrete blocks, reinforced concrete,
wood, steel) and, therefore, of the particular type and extent of stresses undergone [10].
Obviously, if we wanted to take all these aspects into account in time, we would have to
develop an “ad-hoc” system for practically each structure.

It is therefore necessary to reach a fair compromise, which from time to time responds
to the particular contingent needs, which are extremely heterogeneous. For example, on
the one hand, it is necessary to respond to the need to implement continuous monitoring
over time, to monitor the natural obsolescence of a given structure. The monitoring system,
on the other hand, must be able to intervene even suddenly, downstream of an extreme
and sudden event (such as an earthquake or a landslide), to determine if there has been
damage and to what extent [11].

From what has been said so far, it is clear enough why SHM has become an extremely
multidisciplinary topic over the years, and how complex it is to take into account all the
variables involved [10].

For example, in [12] a wireless monitoring system of SHM for real-time data acquisition
is presented. However, the system has limitations in the ability to synchronize samples but
also in the number of sensors itself, which decreases as the sampling rate increases (only
12 sensors for a 100 Hz sampling rate). In [13], however, a wireless monitoring system
integrated into the Zhengdian highway bridge is presented. Analog accelerometers are used.
Their weakness, however, is the drift of the output due to temperature. Compensation
loops are, therefore, needed. Also, results are limited due to noise interference from
analog circuits and transmission data losses. In [14], instead, a low-cost WSN for SHM
is proposed. The purpose of the system is the identification of the modal frequency. The
problem with this system, however, is the synchronization of the samples. In [15], a WSN is
presented to monitor wind excitation from a wind turbine tower. The limits of this system
are the maximum sampling frequencies (31 Hz) and the maximum nodes (three). Also,
synchronization is a critical issue here as well.

As for wired SHM systems, on the other hand, [16] presents a wired monitoring system
with 64 samples per second without synchronization from each node communicating data
through an ethernet connection. This system can appreciate the lowest modal frequency of
the structures but not the highest due to the low sampling rate. In [17], instead, a single-
node wired monitoring system is presented that can identify natural frequency and modal
parameters in real time. The system is based on a single board computer which limits
the synchronization and the maximum number of connected nodes in the same network.
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Finally, in [18] a system which acquires data if the event exceeds a certain threshold is
presented, with an acquisition duration of 70 s.

Even from the point of view of wired or non-wired systems, there is no solution
objectively better than the other, but reference must be made to the particular needs
involved. Speaking of strengths and weaknesses, undoubtedly the wired monitoring system
generally has a very high cost, a typically low number of sensors that can be connected in the
same network, high bandwidth, high data rate of the sensors and very high synchronicity of
the sensors. On the other hand, the wireless monitoring system has low cost, a large number
of sensors that can be connected in the same network, limited bandwidth, low sensor
data rate, and critical node synchronization [19]. However, regardless of the particular
characteristics of each of them, all the systems presented up to now are of the master multi-
slave type where, practically, a central master unit communicates with several distributed
slave units. In an accelerometer-based master multi-slave system, the master unit serves as
the central processing hub responsible for managing multiple slave units distributed across
the structure and collecting data from them through on-board accelerometers. Beyond SHM,
master multi-slave accelerometer-based systems are used in several other fields [20–22],
proving their versatility.

Among the traditional methods for SHM, modal harmonic analysis emerged as a
powerful tool for this field, enabling the extraction of valuable information about the
dynamic behavior and static status of structures [23,24]. These kinds of data are extracted
by changes in natural frequencies, mode shapes and damping ratios of the structure in
function of a determined excitation, which could be controlled or natural, e.g., mechanical
stimuli or environmental excitation. Dynamic responses, which makes it possible to
extract the aforementioned data through several algorithms [25], are retrieved by a system
composed of accelerometers, whose displacement gives information about the dynamic
and static situation of the structure.

In this paper, we propose a fully custom master multi-slave accelerometer-based
system employed for SHM based on modal harmonic analysis. The aim of our research is
to use a number of these devices in a meshed network to detect changes in the structure
modal response after an artificially induced alteration.

The paper is organized as follows: in the following section, the internal architecture of
the system and its operating principle are discussed, while in Section 3, results extracted
from several measurements involving time and frequency domains are reported. Finally, in
Section 4, the feasibility of this method and conclusions are discussed, presenting several
enhancement points for future implementations.

2. Materials and Methods

In this section details about the system, hardware architecture, operating principle,
algorithm and data structure used to address SHM problems reported.

2.1. System Description

The meshed network, whose architecture is represented in Figure 1, is composed
of multiple nodes that retrieve acceleration data from multiple on-board accelerometers
and communicate with a master data logger. Communication is performed through a
redundant architecture. Each node post-processes acquired data from the accelerometers
producing a spectrogram and giving the freedom of both retrieving raw data as well as
processed data.

As seen in Figure 1, data sending and visualization are implemented through a
redundant structure that uses both a wired and a wireless protocol. Communication
redundancy allows a robust and wide-range SHM detection system; in particular, a serial
standard is used with a wireless protocol. In the first case, RS485 is used; this robust
and fast choice allows the positioning of nodes at distances up to several hundreds of
meters, guaranteeing good reliability of received packets. However, a limitation of this
standard is its wired structure, which requires the nodes to be physically connected. To
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overcome this constraint, LoRaWAN (Long Range World Area Network) protocol is used.
LoRaWAN is a protocol that uses spread spectrum communication to reach very long
tx-rx distances, up to several kilometers, depending on terrain and environmental factors,
with low power consumption. However, rx-tx times of packets interchanged with this
protocol are larger with respect to the serial wired protocol, making it less reliable for
real-time measurements with stringent constraints on time. In this system, the user can
preset each node to communicate with both protocols when the node distance is under
almost a kilometer, which is an estimation of the maximum RS485 range, so this protocol
is used as the main communication protocol, and LoRa is considered a backup solution,
while if the distance exceeds the aforementioned estimation, LoRaWAN can be selected as
the only protocol for communication. For a better understanding of the two protocols used,
the main differences that characterize RS485 and LoRaWAN are reported in Table 1.
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Table 1. Main differences between RS485 and LoRaWAN protocols.

Protocol Communication
System

Total Driver and
Receiver on

One Line

Maximum
Operational

Distance

Maximum Data
Transmission Rate Duplex Mode

RS485 Wired,
differential

32 drivers,
32 receivers
(one driver

active at a time)

0.36–0.91 km 10 Mbit/s Half duplex or
Full Duplex

LoRaWAN Wireless

1 transmitter,
120 receivers
(20 bytes each

16.7 min)

2–8 km

0.98–12.5 kBit/s
(Uplink)

0.98–21.9 kBit/s
(Downlink)

Half Duplex

Thanks to a custom application-level tx-rx protocol (described in Section 2.4) data
integrity can be ensured both when using RS485 as well as LoRaWAN thanks to a 16-bit
CRC embedded in the custom data packet. Measurement of modal frequencies is finally
performed through a spectrogram, chosen because of the possibility to track the changes in
modal frequencies through time.
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2.2. Hardware Architecture

In this section, an accurate description of the hardware used for the implementation
of the proposed system is provided.

A single sensor node is composed of a microcontroller central unit (MCU), two ac-
celerometers for acceleration tracking, a global positioning system (GPS) for node position
and synchronization, a Long Range (LoRa) unit for data transferring, an RS485 interfacing
unit for communication with other nodes and the master unit, a 1 Gb NAND flash memory
for data storage and a specific power path for the supply of each unit.

The ESP32-WROOM-32UE MCU from Espressif Systems [26] is used in this system.
This microcontroller, having a 3.3 V supply, is predisposed to wide-range IoT applications
due to the internal 2.4 GHz combo chip integrating Wi-Fi and Bluetooth connectivity. This
chip, in particular, supports the 802.11 b/g/n Wi-Fi standards, Bluetooth 4.2 and 5.0 with
BLE (Bluetooth Low Energy). In addition, this chip presents good computing performance
due to the integrated 240 MHz dual-core processor and an internal 4 MB flash memory. The
number of supported interfaces comprises UART, SPI, I2C, and several ADC-oriented ones,
making this chip suitable for a wide range of applications, including home and industrial
automation, smart agriculture, and beyond.

Node position is provided by a Global Positioning System (GPS) unit, the FGPM-
MOPA6H [27]. This device communicates with the MCU through the National Marine
Electronics Association (NMEA) 0183 standard, used in satellite communications. This unit
has a power supply ranging from 3 to 4.3 V and is a high-performance GPS module with
a −165 dBm signal sensitivity, instant Time-to-First Fix (TTFF), low power consumption
(82 mW during signal acquisition and 62 mW during tracking), 10 Hz update rate, and a
multi-tone active interference canceller.

Tri-axial node displacement is provided by two accelerometers: the first is used as
the main device, and the second, with less resolution but also less current consumption,
is used either with an aggressive filtering to determine modifications in the static trim of
the structure, or as a backup solution in the case of a failure of the first element. The main
accelerometer is an ADXL355 [28], while the backup accelerometer is an ADXL345 [29].
Both accelerometer units need a 3.3 V power supply. The main differences between these
two devices can be listed in terms of:

1. Sensitivity, as the ADXL355 25 µg/
√

Hz noise density is less than the 150 µg/
√

Hz
ADXL345 noise density, making the first device more sensitive to changes in acceleration;

2. Accuracy, as a consequence of the previous point, and due to the ADXL355 2 mg bias
instability, with respect to the ADXL345 20 mg;

3. Resolution, because despite the selectable measurement range between ±2 g, ±4 g, or
±8 g for both accelerometers, ADXL355 provides 20-bit strings, while ADXL345 has a
10-bit resolution;

4. Power consumption, smaller for ADXL345 (23 µA in measurement mode and 0.1 µA
in standby mode) with respect to ADXL355 (200 µA in measurement mode and 21 µA
in standby mode);

5. Communication with the MCU, as ADXL355 uses the SPI interface, while ADXL345
uses the I2C protocol.

Structural data retrieved from the sensors are stored in a 1 GB NAND flash memory,
the IS37SML01G1-LLI [30], which interfaces with the MCU through the SPI protocol and
requires 3.3 V to work correctly.

As reported in the previous section, RS485 and LoRa are used for data interchange, so
data transceivers for each protocol are used. The RS485 transceiver, a MAX13488EESA+T [31],
has a proprietary AutoDirection control, which manages data direction automatically from
hardware without the need for additional control signals. This device has an error-free
transmission of up to 500 kbps and transmit speeds of up to 16 Mbps. The LoRa transceiver,
an RFM95W [32], has a programmable bit rate of up to 300 kbps, a high sensitivity down to
−148 dBm, and a relatively low current consumption, up to 10.3 mA in rx mode and down
to 200 nA in register retention mode.
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Finally, a power path provides the right supply to each unit in use. This stage is
composed of a first unit, the VX7805 [33], that converts the 24 V node voltage supply, used
for RS485 hardware interfacing, to 5 V; a battery charger unit, the BQ24075 [34], used in
case of LiPo battery addition to the sensor node, currently not used; and a 5 V to 3.3 V
converter unit, the LM1117MPX [35], to provide the correct supply voltage needed by the
aforementioned modules.

Each node component has been designed on a board, manufactured and placed in a
metal enclosure. Both accelerometers were placed in proximity of the PCB anchor points to
minimize noise caused from PCB oscillations. Figure 2 shows the scheme (a) and the photo
(b) of a single node.
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2.3. Operating Principle

In this section, the single node sequential operation is examined. We discuss, in
particular, the sequence of operations performed by each slave node, from the activation to
the stable operation state.

Firstly, after the node is powered for the first time, internal peripherals are set according
to the latest parameters sent by the master unit, such as sampling frequency and mission
time. After this initial state, the node passes to the idle state, where it waits for a command
to be received from the master unit: commands include basic operations involving data
sampling, internal memory control, and mission execution. A single mission is the entire
time window where data are sampled and processed. Therefore, if a command containing
a mission starting request is received by the node, it sets the internal accelerometers with
incoming parameters, which are the actual sampling frequency and mission length, and
checks for the GPS signals: if a GPS fix is detected, the node links to the satellite and obtains
GPS data, such as its geological position (latitude and longitude) and temporal data (year,
month, day, hour), and then uses the PPS signal to accurately synchronize the start of the
acquisition with the other elements in the network; on the contrary, if no GPS fix is detected,
node position remains undetermined for the master system during the execution of the
command, and the synchronization loses some accuracy. A graphical representation of this
workflow is reported in Figure 3.
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2.4. Functional and Data Description

This section describes the main system functionalities and the data structure involved.
First of all, system functionalities are reported. A single slave node can perform several

commands depending on the system status. Each node has an identification number (ID),
which allows the master to distinguish between them. The master unit, in addition to its
ability to vary node ID or bus baud rate, has the functionality to test the system operation
through a rollcall function. In this function, a broadcast packet is sent from the master to
the node net so that system integrity is deduced from the number of responding nodes.
Generally, this command is sent either after the power of the system is turned on for an
initial test or between two missions.

The master unit can retrieve several types of data from nodes after a mission, depend-
ing on the requested function. The first typology of available data is the raw acceleration
throughout the mission (both from ADXL355 and ADXL345). The master can request
up to 2048 bytes of payload per packet, formatted as represented in Figure 4a. A second
data typology is the cumulative FFT, where FFT is calculated over a temporal average
of accelerometric data sampled during the mission. The packet sent consists of a fixed
24.5 kB length equally distributed over 8.2 kB of FFT data for each axis. A single 8.2 kB data
chunk, for each spatial axis, is composed of an 8 bytes repetitive sequence. Each sequence
is composed in turn by FFT real part for the first 4 bytes and FFT imaginary part for the last
4 bytes. The structure of this packet is reported in Figure 4b.
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Finally, the third data type retrievable from the slave node is the spectrogram; it is
a single-axis FFT represented with respect to the mission time. The spectrogram allows
us to distinguish the building modal harmonics variations over time. This measurement
involves time, hence, a programmable time window, as well as a programmable sampling
frequency, varying between 100 and 500 Samples Per second (SPs) have been defined. This
parameter is very critical, as it affects the measurement resolution and accuracy for damage
evaluation on the measured building, as well as the inclination to aliasing-based issues.
In addition, results from spectrogram are a 2-dimensional graph: the magnitude of each
frequency component is represented by a color gradient. This last feature could cause
complications during the reading of the results; hence, in future works we planned to use a
3-dimensional spectrogram.

3. Setup and Results

The experiments were performed on a solid wood modular box, in particular, a large
cube (Figure 5) formed by two symmetrical parts. These parts are held together, on one
side, by three hinges and, on the opposite side, by three large hooks, which allow them
to be opened and closed. Thanks to this particular structure, we were able to test two
scenarios: the first with the closed box, which represents an “intact” structure, and the
second with the open structure, to simulate a damage or, in any case, a change in the state
of the structure itself. Figure 6a,b shows the open structure.
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The disposition of the nodes with respect to the structure is also visible. Five nodes
were used, four of which were placed on the outer sides of the box, the last one placed
inside. The main reason for this choice is the non-overlapping of nodal points in order to
detect a response as complete as possible. The aim of this setup is to verify the capability of
the sensor network to coherently detect a modification in the evaluated structure. This is
achieved by comparing the data acquired from each node.

Three tests were carried out: in the first, the system was left to environmental stress
alone; in the second, the system was directly disturbed by a randomic stimulus provided by
a mechanical piston; in the third test, the structure was opened and subjected to a similar
randomic stimulus as that of the previous test. For the first test, a 30 s time window was
chosen, while for the last two tests, the parameter was increased to 60 s in order to test
the system for a sufficient amount of time. For each repetition, we set a 500 Hz sampling
frequency to ensure maximum data reliability and the full scale of both accelerometric
sensors to ±2 g because we expect that in an actual application of the system, it is subject
to environmental stimuli, characterized by a low amplitude.

The first test has the purpose of demonstrating the difference between main and
backup accelerometers. The second and third tests are intended to show the spectral
behavior of the box and how it changes as a result of a substantial change in the structure’s
layout. From the first test, we expect very good performance from the main sensor with
respect to the second because of the different features; in particular, we expect several
signals to be detected only by the first accelerometer because of the considerable difference
in resolution of both devices.

Results from the first test are reported in Figure 7a,b. It is noticeable how the main
accelerometer could detect the minimal indirect structure perturbations, e.g., the pas-
sage of pedestrians and vehicles in an on-field application, differently from the backup
accelerometer, where these stimuli are buried in noise.
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Figure 7. Time response comparison of main (a) and backup (b) accelerometers in node 5.

In the second test, the direct perturbation consisted of a periodic system stimulus.
Figure 8 shows the comparison between the readings of the main and secondary sensors in
node 5.

As can also be seen in this case, the detection of the secondary sensor is much less clean
than the main sensor. However, the peaks relating to the periodic stimulus also emerge
clearly in the detection of the secondary sensor. From these analyses, it emerges that the
secondary accelerometer can be either used in parallel with the main one, to sample the
static trim of the structure, or, alternatively, if the main sensor fails, can be used as a backup
solution even with a reduced resolution.
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Figure 8. Time response comparison of main (a) and backup (b) accelerometers in node 5 in case of
perturbation performed on the intact structure.

Finally, the third test began with the structure intact. After a few seconds, the structure
was opened and subsequently subjected to periodic stimulation again. Figure 9a,b shows
the difference between the primary and secondary node detections. As can be seen, the
conclusions made with regard to Figure 9 are also valid in this case. From these last tests,
we expect that a structure alteration causes longer settling times and higher oscillation
frequencies because of the lower structure weight and higher inertia.
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Figure 9. Time response comparison of main (a) and backup (b) accelerometers in node 5 in the case
of perturbation performed on the open structure.

With regard to this last test, it is interesting to analyze the spectrogram, which gives
us direct information about various events. Still taking node 5 as a reference, Figure 10
shows the spectrogram related to the X-axis, the most stressed one, and reports the main
test states.
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Figure 10. Spectrograms of the primary (a) and secondary (b) sensors from node 5 related to the
third test.

The sequence of states of the structure emerges clearly: rest, structure alteration, rest,
impulsive stimulus, rest. Moreover, we can see how the resolution of the single accelerome-
ter consistently affects the detection of modal components related to the structure: a higher
resolution allows us to distinguish the frequency components more clearly.

In addition, in Figure 11a, the comparison between the two spectrograms, related
to the same test, before and after structural alteration, is reported. As can be seen, the
spectrograms, although similar, have some differences. This confirms that in a structure,
when changes in attitude occur, the frequencies change immediately, even if the structure
itself (apparently) returns to its initial conditions.
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Figure 11. Spectrograms before (a) and after (b) structural alteration retrieved from the Z axis results
on node 3.

Firstly, the different resonant frequency in the perturbed structure is noticeable. This
confirms the hypothesis made for time domain tests. A second important difference regards
modal harmonics alteration in the two cases, as it is visibly different between the two cases.
A first point is the drifting of the harmonics in proximity of the resonant frequency towards
higher values, between 150 and 225 Hz, after structure alteration. Low-frequency harmonic
components experience an apparently negligible drift, stacking into two harmonics around
60 and 90 Hz, respectively.

Finally, Figure 12a,b shows another interesting fact; the reported time responses of a node
to the aforementioned stimulus, respectively, before and after the box structural alteration.
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Figure 12. Time response retrieved from the main accelerometer installed on node 5 before (a) and
after (b) the structural alteration.

A first difference in these two cases can be seen in the settling time, which is equal to
100 ms in the first situation and 300 ms in the second one. Another important difference
is the different oscillation frequencies, equal to 145 Hz and 152 Hz before and after the
structural alteration, respectively. This situation brings us to a slightly different structure
main frequency in the two tested cases. From these first results, it is noticeable how the
removal of the box’s detachable part causes a less damped and faster response due to the
structural lightness obtained in the second case, hence, to its least inertia.

Frequency domain analysis has been performed in the range 0–250 Hz in order to
observe modal harmonic changes caused by the introduced alteration.

4. Conclusions

In this paper, a master multi-slave system based on structural modal frequencies
having high reliability on data integrity is presented. The proposed system is able to detect
dynamic events, e.g., collision with external bodies, as well as static damages, leading to
changes in the internal composition of the structure, hence, in its fundamental frequency.
The SHM problem has been widely covered, different solutions have been reported, and the
employment of the introduced system has been justified. The designed implementation has
been deepened; its master multi-slave and single-slave node structures have been reported.
The redundancy of this system can be identified from several points of view: the first point
is the presence of CRC in every packet exchanged between master and slave nodes as
long as the system is working, and the second point is the multiplicity of communication
protocols between master and slave, as a fast but wired serial protocol is used in parallel
to a long-range wireless one. Finally, the third point where redundancy is encountered
is the structure of the single slave node, as it is composed of two accelerometer-based
systems: a main high-resolution accelerometer and a less accurate unit that can be used as
a backup if a failure occurs in the main element. System functionality is then described,
reporting the working statuses and the possible operations that it can perform. The system
was tested on a modular structure where the detachment of a part represented structural
damage. Responses of the slave nodes were then analyzed considering two scenarios: the
first with the intact structure and the second with its alteration. The reliability of the backup
accelerometer over the main one was analyzed by observing the system’s response to
environmental stresses. Subsequently, periodic stimuli were induced in the first and second
scenarios in order to observe the variation in the system response. In these situations, the
output from the two accelerometers in the time and frequency domains was analyzed and
compared. A difference in damping time, structure main frequency, and modal harmonic
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collocation were noticed. From this outcome, it was possible to observe and evaluate
the system frequency response variation after a structural alteration in accordance with
theory. The main limitation of our approach is the lack of methods for the interpretation of
the results, motivated by the aim to detect changes in structure frequency response after
its damage.

An idea for further work is to use this system for multiple application fields, e.g.,
weigh-in-motion (WIM). In this sense, the sampling frequency of the system could be a
limit as it decreases measurement resolution, especially in FFT and spectrogram setups;
hence, the detection of minimum deviations in modal harmonics is not guaranteed. For this
reason, in future works, we aim to improve the system both in terms of internal hardware
and management of each slave node in order to reach plausible data sampling rates of
up to 5 kSPs. The main idea behind this improvement is to integrate an external RAM
memory which stores data after each mission as to lighten the workload of the internal
flash memory and increase data sampling speed. Another important update to the system
is the implementation of an event triggering internal mechanism which automatically
activates a mission when an environmental stimulus is detected; this could lead to a better
independence of the system in terms of measurements planning and real-time operation.
Other factors to be considered for future works are the correlation between retrieved data,
as well as several statistical analyses, in order to increase the reliability of our results.

The implementation of this system in a real application scenario is an important topic,
as it depends on the shape and composition of the structure. As a matter of fact, firstly,
these elements could affect the structure response to damages in the frequency domain,
e.g., the natural frequency drift, as well as the position of the nodes and the communication
protocol (LoRaWAN or RS485, depending on the distance). Costs, in terms of efforts and
resources, are another important variable to take into account, as, in some cases, nodes
must be installed in uneasy locations; hence, specialized equipment is needed. A final
factor to consider is the hardware maintenance, which is more important for the system
functionality than for the hardware itself, as each node case is metallic, hence weather and
dust resistant: system functionality maintenance could be performed in future works by
integrating a web interface for the monitoring of the system status, so that the system could
be accessed and monitored in an easy way, even by non-qualified personnel.
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